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aBstract

This article aims to generate data to establish a proposal for a cross-border integration region 
among f  ive countries that share territorial and maritime borders in the caribbean: colombia 
(san andrés, Providencia and santa catalina), Panama, costa rica, nicaragua, and jamai-
ca. a characterization of the border area was compiled by examining common geohistorical 
processes, settlement dynamics, and the ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious elements 
that consolidated the cultural unity of this caribbean region. as a result of this characteriza-
tion, a cross-border community was identif ied that, despite the divisions established by the 
f ive countries, justif ies regional integration.

keywords: 1. borders, 2. cross-border integration, 3. cultural linkages, 4. Greater caribbean, 
5. caribbean sea.

resumen

este artículo pretende aportar insumos para proponer una zona de integración transfronteriza 
entre cinco países que comparten fronteras marítimo-territoriales en el caribe: colombia (san 
andrés, Providencia y santa catalina), Panamá, costa rica, nicaragua y jamaica. se realizó 
una caracterización de la zona fronteriza a partir de procesos comunes de conf iguración geohis-
tórica, dinámicas de poblamiento y elementos étnicos, lingüísticos, culturales y religiosos que 
consolidaron la unidad sociocultural de esta región caribeña. el desarrollo de esta caracteriza-
ción permite identif icar una comunidad transfronteriza que, pese a las divisiones establecidas 
por los estados, justif ica la integración regional.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent ruling of the international court of justice—also known as the court 
of the Hague—in terms of the maritime and territorial dispute between colombia 
and nicaragua, put into evidence the dif f iculties caribbean states face in con-
structing a consistent border relations policy. The ruling produced a latent conf  lic-
tual situation, both at the binational and regional level, that has mainly af fected 
coastal populations and actors divided by conf  licts over the sovereignty of their 
respective states and competition over access to important sources of natural, hu-
man, and sociocultural resources of great diversity1.

This article will attempt to show the existence of a human and sociocultural 
unity in territories sharing borders in the caribbean. colombia (san andrés is-
land), nicaragua (atlantic region), costa rica (limón and cahuita), and Pana-
ma (Bocas del toro and colón), have common population dynamic origins and, 
thus, shared sociocultural, linguistic, and religious experiences that justify the 
creation of a border integration project. Despite the peripheral nature of these 
territories compared with their centers of power and, in some cases, the absence of 
integration policies to overcome conf  licts, as well as rigid divisions imposed by the 
nation-states, social and family relationships persist on all sides of the state limits, 
showing the need for an ef fective strategy of border integration and development 
of a human, ethnic, and sociocultural character.

The methodology used for this study was based on a review of secondary 
sources, such as specialized books and magazines, from which matrices of charac-
terization of the cross-border region were built using population, economic, and 
sociocultural elements2. in a complementary way, f ieldwork was developed that 
used social mapping with members of the native community of the island of san 
andrés, through participatory workshops where they drew their own life trajec-
tories on the maps—family as well as economic and social ones—in the border 
territories and the maritime areas of the caribbean. 

1 The dispute between the two countries dates to 2001, although in the most recent mile-
stone—november 19, 2012—the international court of justice decided to grant nicaragua 
around 75 000 square kilometers of maritime areas in the caribbean sea, which are presumed 
to have been colombia's before the ruling. This caused the diplomatic crisis between the two 
countries to deepen, leaving the border populations that have long shared these caribbean 
territories in a state of uncertainty and vulnerability.

2 This work involved f  ive countries (nicaragua, Panama, costa rica, colombia, and ja-
maica); the criteria of delimitation will be explained below. 
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The f irst part of the article will review the main theoretical discussions that 
have fed studies about borders in relation to the processes of construction of 
spaces and the social worldview of communities seated in border territories. The 
second part will suggest a general contextualization of the geohistorical conf igura-
tion of the Western caribbean, through the populations' trajectories and the pro-
cesses of colonization of the border territories, placing special emphasis on the 
role played by the european powers—spain and england—and in its projection 
from jamaica toward the construction of an ethno-cultural zone. The third part 
of the article focuses on the linguistic, religious, and cultural characterization of 
the border zone territories that could eventually form a cross-Border integra-
tion region in the Western caribbean. For that the results of the social mapping 
workshops will be used as a way of showing cross-border connections that justify 
the development of various strategies of integration. F inally, some ref  lections and 
recommendations are made about the consolidation of a cross-border integration 
policy involving the caribbean border territories. 

CONCEPTUALIzATION ABOUT THE BORDER: 
SOFTENING OF THE BORDER SPACE

The notion of border has seen a signif icant advance, simultaneously with the 
transformation of modern political and social history over time. While this ar-
ticle does not seek to make an extensive reconstruction of the matter, it is worth 
mentioning the widely divergent concepts of the modern-day border, which has 
gone from the idea of being a place of separation with respect to barbarity and 
of virgin territory that needed to be appropriated (taylor, 2007:232-236) to a 
notion of deterritorialization, porousness, of identif ications that make contact, 
intermix, and restructure in an exercise of mutuality and reconf iguration on each 
side (valhondo, 2010:136-137), moving to the idea of f ixed territorial spaces, 
semantic constructions of space, and the discursive or textual construction of the 
border (Kurki, 2014:1057). The move from a simple to a complex concept of bor-
der policy consists of the departure from the classic paradigm of a physical and 
stable border toward the notion of a multispatial border in a state of constant 
change, given the more recent dynamics of cross-border human mobility, which 
tend to dilute the Westphalian linkage between territory and homogenous popula-
tions in the framework of the modern nation-state (Zapata, 2012:23).
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This multispatial border concept is important for the purpose of this article, as 
concentrating on the idea of a porous and discursive border is key for understand-
ing that, beyond the delimitations opposed by the nation-states, there are some 
borders constructed through linkages that go past the limits the states set. Thus, 
the border zones are articulated by border communities or representations of a 
life or lifestyles, where the centrality of the national discourses over those border 
spaces is lost and the paradigm of movement reappears (Kurki, 2014:1063).

This leads to an expansion of the border space, which is not limited to the zone 
of allowed (or disallowed) exchange of the nation-state, but to a territorial widen-
ing where exercises of belonging, common worldviews, and the suppression of 
limits imposed or represented in dynamics by the dominant power are generated. 
That a vast border zone could exist through a reconceptualization of the space is 
vital in assessing the importance of the border linkages and their possible scope for 
the local populations. in terms of the above, it is worth emphasizing the concept 
of deterritorialized community as an “entity that has escaped the comprehensive 
hegemony of the nation-state, upon being separated from a specif ic locality” (Gar-
duño, 2003:75) and that constitutes itself, more than in the margin (avoiding 
the exercise of marginalization), through its own contact via historic dynamics of 
linkages of various types (commercial, ethnic, migratory, linguistic). This contact 
is where exercises of identity are generated through a community consciousness, 
where the existence of these limits is not established through physical materiality 
(maps, geographic lines), but through mental exercise or ref  lection (maya, 2007). 
in this way, the border is an imagined space in constant reconstruction, through 
its development by local actors who produce its linkages, who experience it in 
their relationships and expand or reduce it, without necessarily having a correla-
tion with the f ixed geographic delimitation of the nation-state.

The constructions from the border, however, present themselves in a conf  lictu-
al environment in the center/periphery relationship, now that it is in this duality 
where thought about these constructions has been articulated in the framework 
of the nation-state. From this perspective, it is understood that the border terri-
tory is a marginal space, constructed like a distant boundary not only spatially, 
but also dissociated from the economic and cultural development of the national 
territory (Giménez, 2007:22). From this, it follows that the border space must be 
safeguarded through policies of containment or forced inclusion, like the dynam-
ics of the national arena, without necessarily recognizing that the border rebuilds 
its own dynamics outward, toward the other. even so, these conf  licts, together 
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with the juxtapositions of the limits, the widening of the borders, the contact, 
and hybridization, show that the border lives and redef ines itself, and turns into 
a story line created by those who live it. The border does not make reference to “a 
static, unmovable and non-negotiable reality based on a physical territorial line” 
(Zapata, 2012:41), but rather the result of a dynamic movement to a process of 
frontierization that allows the dif ferentiation between dissimilar political com-
munities and that, therefore, is based on a dynamic of inclusion-exclusion of 
citizen and foreigner.

all of the above has a latin american correlation, produced through two fac-
tors. The f irst of these passes through the forms through which nation-building is 
built in the countries of the continent; the need to construct a homogenous iden-
tity, and for it have reach in the entire territory was realized in a dynamic of im-
position from the top (elites) to the bottom (subordinates) (Grimson, 2005:131). 
The second is the current state of the borders, still in dispute by countries wary 
of losing their sovereignty, in contrast with processes such as the european one, 
where the erosion of borders makes the boundary lines and relations more f  luid 
and less resisted by the centers, at the least in the purely european context, while 
generating exclusions outside that space.

But how is the border experienced by the populations of the greater carib-
bean? are these national projects imposed from above with misgivings about the 
loss of sovereignty, such as is the case in latin america? This work aims to blur 
and reconstruct the borders experienced by the afro-caribbean population of 
colombia, nicaragua, costa rica, Panama, and jamaica, intertwined not only in 
a long-standing relationship, but also in a dispute that goes beyond their spaces, 
just as other limits of a closer nature are imposed, such as the national interest.

THE TRAJECTORIES OF THE CARIBBEAN POPULATIONS' 
ANGLO-SAxON PROJECTION OF A HISPANIC SPACE

The southwestern caribbean—which will be referred to, as well as the rest of the 
caribbean, throughout this article—formed part of the process of the coloniza-
tion of the spanish empire and later the British one; at many points it turned 
into an object of dispute from both, which in the end made it into a shared space 
of colonial domination. similarly, it shared systems of common exploitation and 
migrations, be they of free people or slaves, with which the social conf iguration of 
the zone went about forming itself as a very particular society between the 16th 
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and 18th centuries, with some common elements of identif ication where the tenu-
ous borders of colonialism allowed it to transit in a shared space, until the impe-
rial realm collapsed and those spaces were fragmented by the borders the new 
nation-state imposed.

Thus, although nation-states recognized as Hispanic are established in this 
zone, what is certain is that their caribbean coasts and insular territories were con-
nected with the dynamics of a caribbean space whose afro-British inf   luence 
turned them into areas with common sociocultural characteristics, which dif feren-
tiates them from the Hispanic and catholic states, which def ined these territories 
as their own. Then, an initial reconstruction of the trajectories of this cross-border 
population must be tied to the historic dif ferentiation between the settled afro-
caribbean populations, be they in the islands of san andrés, Providencias, and 
san  ta catalina, or in the corridor of the caribbean sea of Panama, nicaragua, 
and costa rica, respective to their corresponding state. it can be said that it is a 
relation of recognition in contrast to the other, now that the historic routes and 
their products made it so that the struggle in identity construction confronts world-
views, which can be distinguished in the religious, linguistic, and other arenas. With 
that, the afro-caribbeans identif ied themselves as “liminal” populations (san-
miguel, 2012:iii). The unity of these communities falls into overall patterns where 
it is dif f icult for them to have a good articulation with the majority identities 
constructed in Hispano-catholic countries; the afro-caribbean communities are 
similar despite having dif ferent nationalities separated by formal borders.

evidence of the foregoing, for example, is found in the importance the mission 
of the British Puritans had in what was once Old Providence, the settlements of 
descendants of africans and Britons in coexisting for the development of activi-
ties for growing cotton, and the political leaders of British descent in the archi-
pelago, without leaving to the side the ties brought about by the production of 
coconut with the united states and part of the anglophone caribbean (Parsons, 
1985:136-137; avella, 2002:5, 13; sandner, 2003:288); the close relationship 
between the afro-limón population, on the one hand, with the english via the 
migrations from jamaica to the coastal zone of costa rica and later with the north 
americans through the construction of the Panama railroad and the settlement 
of the united Fruit company (sanmiguel, 2012:34-36); the migrations and rela-
tions of the afro-Panamanians with the americans, through the projects under-
taken for the construction of the canal (avella, 2002:7), and the relation of the 
nicaraguan creoles with the British, produced for the miskito protectorate estab-
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lished by them, where the afro-caribbean migrations from the islands had more 
room to maneuver, and were able to settle in with their culture together with the 
indigenous peoples who were established there (sanmiguel, 2012:43-44; avella, 
2002:9-10; González, 1997:69).

The sociocultural matrix tied to these mentioned historic “contacts” will be 
ref  lected in various cultural aspects that will be reviewed later, but of which we 
can make some introductory remarks. For avella (2002:4), the “English Caribbean 
and Protestantism is what has given symbolic unity to this diaspora,” with which 
a dif ferentiation was developed with the spanish creole identity project. Grouped 
by Protestantism, religious education in english, their skin color, and a kind of 
social service from various religious missions, which they did not receive either 
as slaves or as citizens, they went about consolidating a culture in the Western 
caribbean (sanmiguel, 2012:12). But the identity is consolidated also in the face 
of the threat of another, in this case the creole-Hispanic projects of the consolida-
tion of the nation-state. For this state, the homogenizing project of the spanish-
speaking majority, with relatively similar characteristics, would build an idea of 
periphery, national pariahs, and a threat for those afro-caribbean spaces. sand-
ner (2003:288-289) says the construction of the periphery came about under the 
inf  luence of catholic missions opposed to the Protestants and of the contrast of 
languages. Good examples of this are the evangelizing catholic project in san 
andrés facing the already-established Baptist denomination; the catholic mis-
sionary fathers expanded their border of faith toward the moravian creoles, lead-
ing the catholic missions to the utilization of exploitable resources, in the case 
of Panama and costa rica, and confronting the Protestant missions already in 
existence in the 19th century. 

The construction of the nation-states of the white-mestizo variety at the be-
ginning of the 19th century caused there to be marginalized communities inside 
their national spaces; sanmiguel (2012:13) says that the best ref  lection of this 
was in the educational curricula, since it is in education as a modern project that 
a national project is built. Thus, the discourses of national identity were imposed 
on these ethnic identities, not corresponding to their worldviews, and being sanc-
tioned through the imposition of the hegemonic project.

considering all the above, it can be said that “a close connection of spiritual 
and cultural kinship persists among the english-speaking Protestant communities 
of the Western caribbean” (Parsons, 1985:153), a kinship that was built, accord-
ing to mintz and Price (2012), in the cultural adaptations the african populations 
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made to the circumstances in which they found themselves in america and then 
went about creating new forms of relationships in environments such as language, 
religion, worldviews, and daily life. These adapted inventions grew in the diaspora, 
being delineated throughout this study through the exploration of the specif ic 
cases of the zones in question.

JAMAICA AS THE BASE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE ETHNO-CULTURAL zONE

The mention of jamaica for the development of this characterization is funda-
mental. although the heritages of the territories discussed in the caribbean have 
various origins, the more characteristic traits of the afro-caribbean populations 
are connected to the island of jamaica, as it is from there that the displacements 
began for the search—whether for freedom or work—transferring many of the 
characteristic traits of the enslaved inhabitants there. Pochet (2011:8) asserted this 
to be the case, and highlighted that:

jamaica is one of the biggest islands in the caribbean and was an important site 
for the distribution of slaves toward other points of the archipelago and of the 
continent. it also has been a cradle of english and spanish settlements, as well as 
a key place in the dispersion of the akan people in the Western caribbean, from 
where ashanti f ilaments were woven toward other islands of the archipelago and 
the american continent.

This shows what the germ of the afro-caribbean settlements in question is; 
also, the characteristics—to be reviewed further on—are the fruit of this diaspora. 
“The raizals [in addition to the creoles, the afro-limón population, and the afro-
Panamanians] descended from slaves who came from jamaica, and that is why 
the creole spoken today in san andrés [and the other territories studied] is very 
similar to the jamaican patwa” (clemente, 1989, cited in ranocchiari, 2014:197).

also, the inf  luence that Protestantism had in its dif ferent variations is evident; 
its origins can be seen in jamaica, which was linked to British inf  luence and Bap-
tist, methodist, Presbyterian, and anglican missions (Davis, 2001:37). What is 
important about this point is that the identity constructed through resistance to 
the catholics of the Hispanic world emerges from the role of the Protestant mis-
sions, inherited by those who migrated to the territories studied. also, the Baptist 
church assisted in the consolidation of the education of jamaican slaves, through 
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the sunday schools (Davis, 2001:46-47), which ensured their linkages with the 
denomination and that Baptist churches are found in the territories in question, 
although they are not a majority in all the cases. 

sanmiguel (2012:19-30, 45) discusses the migrations from jamaica to terri-
tories such as the archipelago of san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina, 
Bluef ields and limón, although in dif ferent circumstances, but showing the 
inf  luence that the displacement of the afro population from that island, tied 
mainly to colonizing British companies, but not in a generalized way. one way to 
corroborate this is to look at the rooted cultural inf  luence in terms of traditional 
practices involving the mystical and supernatural; “when the oldest [creoles] are 
asked, they say those cults come from jamaica and that it was the jamaicans who 
developed them” (Zapata, no year:23). it is thus considered that jamaica was the 
source that shaped the reaction to the circumstances that the migrants faced in 
the regions of the caribbean studied, and it was there that these answers provide 
a support for an afro-caribbean identity. elements such as language, religion, 
music, and oral tradition show this in colombia's caribbean islands and along the 
caribbean coast of costa rica, nicaragua, and Panama.

CREOLE: DIASPORIC LANGUAGE

language and oral traditions are another element that allow the understanding of 
the historic af f iliations among the regions being discussed. it is important to say 
“that Creole is an oral language—that is, it does not have a written alphabet—with 
an akan base and an english lexicalization” (Botero, 2007:279). The consolida-
tion of creole with an english base and its similarity is the track that allows the 
grouping of these populations, not only through the processes of their consolida-
tion, but in the practical exercise of its use and how it can be seen as being rep-
resented in oral traditions. Before going into more depth on the issue, it should 
be noted that creolization is based “on linguistic situations where there is a need 
for communication between people without a language in common” (Koskinen, 
2006:45), a phenomenon that is commonplace to almost all of the experiences 
described below. For example, for the case of the archipelago de san andrés, 
Providencia, and santa catalina, the structure of the plantation economy, the dy-
namics of the slaves on the islands brought by the english and the Dutch, and the 
Baptist education provided in the 19th century were the factors that deepened 
the roots of creole and standard english in that zone (moya, 2012:15-17, 19).
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taBle 1. examples of creole Written for jamaica (j), colombia (saPsc), 
Panama (Bt-c), nicaragua (BF-ci), and costa rica (l) 

Morphological aspects Examples of Creole by territory
Pronouns: regularities around the use of 
possessives as subjects. use of “unu” as a 
second person plural, of african origin

j: mi, im, shi, Wi, Dem, unu, yu
saPsc: mi (yo), ihn, shii, Wi, unu, Dem
BF-ci: mi (a, ah), yu, im (ih), shi, Wi, unu, Dem
Bt-c: mi (a-ai), yu, im, si, Wi, unu (yaal), Dem
l: mi (a, miy) im, shiy, Wiy, Dem, unu, yuw

adjectives: use of reduplication upon 
qualifying a substantive

j: F i real, im big-big
BF-ci: Dem gaan huom hapi hapi
l: mi graanimada mariid to a blak-black-black man

Formation of the plural: use of 
the singular form and inclusion 
of dem as a plural

j: so, dem bwai-dem kom an dem f  ling tuu brik an tuu 
bakl

saPsc: Di bwai dem de com
BF-ci: ih breda dem kuda neva fain notn fa iit
l: Go tek up dem ipa ashes yu av tro ol abowt

verbal forms in simple present tense: 
The base structure of subject+verb is 
maintained in its present form 

j: Di man dem
saPsc: mii laik black siil
BF-ci: ih ron muo fassa dah ih fren dem
Bt-c: si doz sii si sista evri en da wiik
l: yuw pliye wid di marbel them

verb forms in the simple past tense: it is 
seen that in the past simple, the verb keeps 
its neutrality in the present, depending on 
the context. other past tenses sometimes 
use verbal particles (di, did)

saPsc: Dem iit plenti dis maanin
BF-ci: unu faaget di best part
Bt-c: mi trai it, mi di trai it
l: aal fers taym, mi did av a hant op guasimo

negative form: Double negatives are 
commonly used with forms such as notn, 
neva, no, nat y niida

j: Nobady nuh live ova deh
BF-ci: no aks mi notn nou!
Bt-c: si no neva sin
l: dat taym miy neva nwo was di nada brada mia fayt wid

source: authors' calculation based on aceto (2001), Koskinen (2006), Forbes (2005), Portilla (2005), 
Pollard (2003), Durrleman (2000), Patrick (2003), and Herzfeld (2002).

in the case of limón and cahuita in costa rica, the various waves of slaves and 
afro-caribbean populations to the coastal region of that country settled there, ar-
riving as a result of railroad building and banana plantations through anglo-saxon 
projects, achieving a certain level of autonomy and consolidating their customs, 
among them the creole language, as a form of communication reproduced by 
the jamaicans and by those who came from the nicaraguan coast. For Herzfeld 
(2003:172), the afro-limón creole gained a foothold in costa rica because those 
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who arrived there had to take with them their immigrant language (jamaican cre-
ole), which evolved through contact with the language of those who arrived from 
nicaragua, resulting in what is referred to in those regions as mekatelyu.

in Panama, aceto (2001:14-15) establishes two moments for understanding 
the arrival of creole to colón as well as Bocas del toro. The author says that this 
occurrence came from the colonial phenomenon in the caribbean and the repro-
duction of slavery, and because of the later arrival of afro-caribbean immigrants, 
in the post-emancipation period, in search of work along the Panamanian coast. in 
the case of colón, the construction of the canal and the banana economy attract-
ed these immigrants trained in afro-caribbean creole, while in Bocas del toro 
there were already creole-speaking communities that had come from the islands 
of san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina, which entered into contact with 
migrations that sought to also establish themselves in that region in search of work, 
despite its being less accessible.

The development of nicaraguan creole came about through the direct arrival 
of slaves, and the later demand for these from the english. also, the arrival of the 
free population of african descent from other latitudes of the caribbean brought 
about a mixture that was replicated until the departure of the english from the 
region and the settlement of these populations together with the miskito indians 
in Bluef ields and Pearl lagoon, where the creole culture managed to consolidate 
itself along with the language, with inf  luences from the British and the ameri-
cans (Koskinen, 2006:46-47).

all of the above is ref  lected in the oral tradition, exemplif ied through the 
anancy (spider trickster) stories of the akan diaspora. The akan are referred to 
as the populations to the south of Ghana, ivory coast, and togo that form a 
linguistic family, who arrived in the caribbean as a result of the slave trade con-
ducted by the english (Pochet, 2011:2). Thus, “the cultural legacy of anancy is an 
important manifestation of the symbolic capital of slaves transferred to the insular 
and mainland caribbean” (Pochet, 2011:23). These stories refer to a spider that 
weaves together the diaspora of the slaves and are a manifestation of the part of the 
caribbean studied (Pochet, 2011; El Nuevo Diario, 2008). Thus, we see how 
the language and the oral tradition reconstruct a cultural zone with similar pat-
terns and shared narratives in this part of the caribbean. although an exhaustive 
explanation of linguistic character would exceed the purpose of this work3, table 1 

3 The references indicated in the table allow the issue to be approached in greater depth.
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shows, with basic aspects of the creole syntax based on the english language, the 
proximity of the languages that are spoken in the territories studied, to back up 
what was shown by Patiño (1992:253), who placed these creoles in the Western 
caribbean group.

PROTESTANTISM: THE VARIOUS BRANCHES 
OF A NON-CATHOLIC EVANGELIzATION

Protestantism, with its diverse variants in the caribbean, is another of the ele-
ments of af f iliation that exist among the populations concerned. This point is im-
portant not only because of that af f iliation, but also for the counterweight that it 
implies with respect to the Hispanic religious banner: catholicism. The contacts 
with the english and the isolation in various historic moments of the regions con-
solidated a Protestant project resisted by the national religious discourses, hege-
monic in large parts of the territory, and that are articulated to the other cultural 
elements proposed here.

in the case of the archipelago of san andrés, Providencia, and santa cata-
li na, the consolidation of the Protestant project took place, at f irst, as a result 
of the inf  lux of the Puritans who settled in Old Providence. But the ratif ication of 
this project began with the founding of the F irst Baptist church in 1845 by 
Philip Beekman livingston, ordained in the united states and who propelled 
this evangelizing inf  lux both on the island of san andrés and that of Provi dencia 
(Parsons, 1985:139-140). The continuing catholicism missions that sought the 
Colombianization of the archipelago had two ef fects; on the one hand, the re-
inforcement of the Baptist denomination, as this reproduced english-speaking 
patterns and was recognized as part of an authentic faith and also made of cathol-
icism an element of convenience for obtaining jobs, or a discourse that intended 
to destroy the bases of the islanders and their culture (Parsons, 1985:140-141; 
sandner, 2003:343-344).

in the case of Puerto limón and cahuita, the religious relations connected 
with Protestantism were generated with a twin arrival: that of the afro-caribbean 
immigrants and religious missions. Zapata and meza (2008:2417-2418) say that 
the Baptist, methodist, anglican, and adventist missions appeared between 1888 
and 1902, with great success in the region. The reasons are tied to the matching 
of the language—english in particular—and the existence of afro-caribbeans 
who had become Protestants and with a certain cultural development (nelson, 
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1983:74). also, the ability of these missions to be a motor of transformation in 
the lives of the inhabitants of the caribbean in educational terms and in cultural 
strengthening helped them achieve a high level of legitimacy. it can be said that 
“the antillean and the Protestant church thus begin a long and tortuous jour-
ney in their desire to build, in new circumstances, a new identity” given that the 
“church promotes the english language as a tool for improvement and resistance, 
for familiarity, religious cohesion, race, spirituality, and identity” (Zapata and 
meza, 2008:2416, 2418).

The Panamanian case is broadly connected to the control of the canal Zone 
and the Panamanian caribbean coast on the part of the united states. neverthe-
less, the f irst steps of Protestantism in this country were due to the methodists, 
who arrived through the english and jamaican settlements, according to ravens-
bergen (2008:42), and inf  luenced the creoles of the region of Bocas del toro. 
The author also takes note of other evangelizing Protestant campaigns, such as the 
episcopal church, which realized a wide-ranging work with the caribbean popu-
lations, or the seventh-day adventists, who managed to establish themselves in 
the canal and creole regions through schools, missions, and various churches. The 
appearance of the jehovah's Witnesses and the Baptists also cannot be left out; 
the latter came from jamaica. 

F inally, similar historic routes in terms of religion are found in nicaragua. 
although here the evangelizing project that prevailed did not follow the patterns 
of the other regions, there were similar processes worth highlighting; f irst, the 
anglican project was able to settle into mosquitia (the mosquito coast), where 
the english lived together with the inhabitants of that region. Despite the dif f icul-
ties, the anglican consciousness managed to establish itself in eclectic form in 
Bluef ields around 1896, very close to the afro-caribbeans, and extended to the 
rest of the inhabitants of the region, reaching as far as corn island (Holland, 
2003:18-19). The moravian church was able to consolidate itself in the carib-
bean region of nicaragua after it stopped concentrating just on the anglophone 
caribbean residents, to focus on the entire population diversity of the zone. The 
expansion from Bluef ields to the regions of Pearl lagoon and corn island recog-
nized the roots achieved by this mission, of which it can be said that “the solidity 
of the moravian work in the east of nicaragua manifested itself in its permanence 
and growth” (Holland, 2003:21). in its european or north american variant, 
moravian Protestantism was so inf  luential in nicaragua that it was connected to 
the coastal resistance during the sandinista revolution and to the negotiation that 
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would result in the edif ication of the regions of the atlantic, both in the north 
and south (epperlein, 2001). nevertheless, it was not immune from the inf  lux 
of the catholic church, which at the beginnings of the 20th century had already 
begun a move toward the caribbean, with the foundation of schools and catholic 
missions that did not have the success they sought (sandner, 2003:288).

Despite the dif ferences in the missions, we found that in the regions under 
review a strong af f iliation toward the anglo world, based in this case on Protestant-
ism that picked up the use of english and that separated the populations from 
the Hispanicized catholic worldview. Baptists, moravians, adventists, and other 
smaller missions have in common such work involving separation, and also involv-
ing a formation of identity in the regions of the anglophone caribbean. This 
identity also has a correlation in more daily activities, such as music, where the ties 
also were woven through the rhythms that originated in jamaica and from some 
variations produced in this caribbean space.

THE MUSICAL TRADITION: CALyPSO AND MENTO 
AS THE CARIBBEAN STORy

one of the environments where a transnational caribbean culture is found in 
the countries studied is anchored in music. although there have been variations 
and evolutions over time, the roots of the musical sounds and expressions in the 
afro-caribbean areas of nicaragua, colombia, Panama, and costa rica have their 
origins for the most part in jamaica, with some linkages to the islands of trinidad 
and tobago. The inf  luence of calypso and mento on the identity of the countries' 
populations is worth mentioning. 

Pulido ritter (2010:7, 10) refers to the idea of a diasporic transnationality and 
a black cosmopolitanism, which evokes itself through the music of the Panamanian 
calypso group lord cobra, but this could be extended to the generality of the four 
countries. in the music, a “diasporic transnational recreation that crosses national 
borders” is found. tied to the previously mentioned elements, music is a ref  lec-
tion of the reconstructed relations in this region of the caribbean. The inf  luence 
of calypso and mento in popular afro-caribbean culture is undeniable, because 
they ref  lect in good measure both the use of its language, such as the telling of its 
historical course inside its places of articulation.

For example, for the case of the afro-limón population of Puerto limón and 
cahuita, it has been established that calypso is one of the most important genres 
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among the older generations and it has been attributed with two objectives, teach-
ing about the people's afro-caribbean history, and the contrast with the present. 
also, it is found that what originally served as a means of communication for the 
slaves now functions as an identity factor for the afro-limón population through 
the calypsonians (razo, 2010:86).

in the case of the afro-Panamanians, Pulido ritter (2010:7), after discussing 
the exclusion of afro-caribbean identities and the invisibilization of all their cul-
tural forms caused by projects of modern-day Panama, says:

What is the place of calypso in the country that, above all, is a place of articula-
tion of a cultural subject, where if it does not represent of f icial musical discourse, 
of the nation, well, that discourse does not exist in an of f icial form; it is estab-
lished and crosses ethnic borders that the descendants of the immigrants of the 
antilles are associated with.

The author gives answer to the questions starting with the development of a 
culture of calypso in colón and Bocas del toro, spaces where the calypsonians of 
the caribbean had a point of encounter to hold competitions or bring forth the 
best of the genre through representatives such as mighty sparrow4. What pres-
ents itself, according to the author, is a transnationalization of the afro-caribbean 
identity, brought by the diaspora and fed by anglo-inspired languages, which form 
a counterweight and end up consolidating themselves like a parallel discourse to 
the Panamanian-Hispanic culture (Pulido, 2010:10).

in the archipelago of san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina, the contact 
with its caribbean neighbors meant that calypso, mento, and reggae (the latter an 
evolved form of mento) manifested themselves as the typical music of their inhab-
itants. apart from the previously mentioned mighty sparrow, Harry Belafonte5 
forms part of the repertoire replicated by the islanders; themes also allude to cus-
toms and representations of identity (valencia, 1989:174-175). it is said that:

These musical expressions arrived at san andrés and Providencia in the 1940s 
and 1950s. mento, for example, was adopted with some modif ications, both in 
the organologic arena (where it was necessary to adapt new and fragile instru-
ments), such as in the musical themes, where their own stories replaced those 

4 one of the more important representatives of calypso, of trinidadian origin.
5 Known as the king of calypso, a singer of jamaican descent.
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about foreign actions. However, their musical content remained intact. For its 
part, since the 1950s, calypso has been performed with an undeniable musical 
f idelity, respecting the patterns imposed by the other islands in the anglophone 
caribbean. nevertheless, their lyrics narrate the past of a tranquil and marvelous 
past that no longer exists, leaving to one side the convulsed life of the last 30 
years of their history; in this sense, their lyrics were stuck in the beginning of the 
1950s, a time of expansion of these songs, when some bands made calypso music 
even with lyrics in spanish (maya, 2003). 

although, according to valencia (1989:175), calypso also had a foothold on 
the nicaraguan atlantic coast, it is easier to track the mento as the music the cre-
oles reproduced in that region. This can be tracked through Maypole dance music. 
lewin (2007:325) says that the creoles barely took note of the second and fourth 
rhythm of that element, to transform it into the musical and corporeal manifesta-
tion of the maypole, which has its own festival both in Bilwi and in Bluef ields, 
where calypso and soca (calypso soul) also are performed. Thus, it is evident that 
there also is a clear cultural connection through music in the greater caribbean 
region studied, with a broad heritage from jamaica, although in this case also from 
trinidad and tobago, connected to the previously mentioned characteristics.

REPRODUCTION OF THE CONNECTIONS THROUGH LIFE STORIES

to this point it has been possible to discern how aspects of life such as religion, 
language, stories about identity, and music have been replicated culturally in the 
regions studied thanks to diasporic movements, cross-border relations, and con-
solidation of afro-caribbean identity, but can these linkages be seen today?

taBle 2. Path for reconstructing life trajectories 
in the Greater caribbean

Rules for tracing routes on the maps Essential questions
Participant: _____________________ Where are you from?
mother: o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o Where is your family from? mom, dad, grandparents?
Father: i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i-i What places have you lived?
Grandfather: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Where are your children from?
Grandmother: ooooooooooooo What places do your family live or have they lived?

source: authors' calculation based on the conventions for the reading of social mapping workshops reali-
zed in san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina. 
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taBle 3. social cartography. vital Paths of Families in the Greater caribbean

ID Origin Destination year
Mode of 

transportation
Name Occupation

1 tobobe (Panama) san andrés 
(colombia)

1966 river antonio sjogreen unknown

2 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1984 river student
3 england-martinica Panama 1 river antonios sjogreen's Wife's 

Grandparents 
student

4 switzerland Providencia 
(colombia)

1 river maria ernestina sjogreen 
Thyme's Great Grandfather

unknown

5 Panama costa rica 1 land Wife of antonio sjogreen student
6 costa rica san andrés 

(colombia)
1990 air unknown

7 san andrés (colombia) Barranquilla 
(colombia)

1991 air unknown

8 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river mother of maria ernestina 
sjogreen Thyme

unknown
9 colón (Panama) san andrés 

(colombia)
1941 river student

10 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river unknown
11 Providencia (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river Father of ernestina 

sjogreen Thyme
unknown

12 san andrés (colombia) costa rica 2009 air elkin lanos tv Host
13 san andrés (colombia) costa rica 1 air 
14 san andrés (colombia) Panama 2007 air 
15 san andrés (colombia) new york (u.s.) 1996 air 
16 san andrés (colombia) cali (colombia) 1997 air 
17 san andrés (colombia) Barranquilla 

(colombia)
1988 river

18 Bluef ields (costa rica) san andrés 
(colombia)

1 river elkin lanos' Grandparents unknown

19 Barranquilla (colombia) san andrés 
(colombia)

1963 river elkin lanos' Father

20 Providencia (colombia) Puerto limón 
(costa rica)

2013 air Willian Britton steele

21 Providencia (colombia) cartagena 
(colombia)

1979 air 

22 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river Perla
23 Great cayman (overseas 

territory of Britain)
Providencia 

(colombia)
1 river Perla's Great Grandmother

24 Providencia (colombia) san andrés 
(colombia)

1 river

(continues)
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ID Origin Destination year
Mode of 

transportation
Name Occupation

25 Bogotá (colombia) san andrés 
(colombia)

1982 air Domingo sánchez coralina's 
Worker

26 san andrés (colombia) Bogotá 
(colombia)

1980 air 

27 san andrés (colombia) costa rica 1979 river
28 san andrés (colombia) Panama 1962 river
29 san andrés (colombia) cahuita (costa 

rica)
1985 river

30 san andrés (colombia) Bocas del toro 
(Panama)

1 river

31 san andrés (colombia) costa rica 1977 river
32 san andrés (colombia) Bluef ields (costa 

rica)
1 river

33 san andrés (colombia) corn island 
(costa rica)

1 river

34 Bluef ields (costa rica) san andrés 
(colombia)

1 river

35 cartagena (colombia) Dominican 
republic

2013 river (ship 
Glory)

Francisco cruz Bailey reserve 
of f icer

36 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river reserve 
of f icer37 san andrés (colombia) nicaragua 1 river

38 san andrés (colombia) Great cayman 1996 river Kayan Howard university 
teacher39 san andrés (colombia) costa rica 1995 river

40 jamaica Providencia 
(colombia)

1846 river Primer Howard Baptist 
reverend 

41 Providencia (colombia) cartagena 
(colombia)

1 river

42 cartagena (colombia) Providencia 
(colombia)

1 river

43 england jamaica 1846 river
44 Providencia (colombia) Bocas del toro 

(Panama)
1 river simón jr Howard's 

children
unknown

45 san andrés (colombia) colombia 1 river john saas' Grandparents musician
46 san andrés (colombia) cali (colombia) 2004 air loria corpus cook and 

owner of 
native inn

47 san andrés (colombia) colón (Panama) 1 river loria corpus' maternal 
Grandmother

unknown

source: compiled by the authors based upon Participants of  vital Paths Workshop. 

(continued)
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taBle 4. social cartography. vital Paths 
of F ishermen in the Greater caribbean

ID Origin Destination year Activity F isherman
1 Providencia 

(colombia)
Quitasueño (colombia) – artisanal f isheries Diomiro cabezas

2 serrana (colombia) –
3 roncador (colombia) –
4 cayo Bolívar –
5 albuquerque –
6 san andrés 

(colombia)
corn island (nicaragua) 1985 F ishing trip

7 colón (Panamá) 1994
8 jamaica 1999
9 corn island F ishing 

area (nicaragua)
1987 Gabriel vásquez

10 roncador (colombia) 1990

11 ciudad Bilwi y laguna 
de Perlas F ishing area 
(nicaragua)

1986 lobster f ishing

12 serranía (colombia) 1990 F ishing trip
13 Quitasueño (colombia) 1990
14 roncador (colombia) 1990
15 Honduras san andrés (colombia) 1980 Pallardo martínez 

lópez16 san andrés 
(colombia)

san andrés F ishing area 
(colombia) –

17 niacaragua 1992
18 montigo Bay y Black 

river (jamaica) –

19 Zone in dispute 
(nicaragua-colombia)

2013

source: compiled by the authors based upon Participants of  vital Paths Workshop.

in this last section the results of the work with the native population (raizal) in 
san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina will be shown, where the life trajecto-
ries of the inhabitants of the archipelago will be ref  lected through social mapping. 
This is essentially based in producing a representation of realities of a certain terri-
tory, through the socialization and discussion of the personal histories of each one 
of the participants. This is like the f inal result of the social mapping, specif ically 
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for these workshops6; they were maps of the area characterized with lines and trac-
ings that go from one place to the next with specif ic descriptions: f ishing routes, 
family trips, moves out of the country, and foreign study, among others.

taBle 5. Participants in the life 
trajectories workshops*

Name
Dionisio cabezas
elvis lever 
Gabriel vásquez
Kayan Howard
elkin llanos
Daniel ariza Pacheco
lucía corpus
juan carlos
Francisco cruz
job saas
maritza García
elizabeth urrego
Domingo sánchez
antonio sjogreen and family
loria corpus
carlos calle

* The universidad nacional de colombia sede ca-
ribe thanks all those who shared the stories and trajec-
tories of their family and work lives.

source: authors.

6 two pilot workshops were conducted, one for family trajectories in which seven in-
habitants of the island participated, and the other for f ishermen, in which three f ishermen 
participated. Home visits also were made to two island families who got together to of fer up 
the information requested. using a map printed on various large sheets, a group work project 
was organized where participants were asked to choose a pencil of a specif ic color for them to 
outline, one by one, in an established order, their routes or trajectories, both family and f is-
hing ones, following established rules. This took place while they told and shared their stories 
aloud with the other participants in the group; the stories were recorded for a digital archive. 
often, each story would generate group discussions related to the historical processes and 
the dif ferent social, family, and cultural dynamics that occur in the border zone. The maps 
resulting from the exercise were systematized by a geographer specializing in social mapping.
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For the development of the workshops, understandings were set up to facilitate 
constructing the trajectories and their later study; in addition there were some 
guideline questions to channel the socialization of the trajectories.

in the maps resulting form that exercise—1 and 2—it is seen how the selected 
population—the islanders of san andrés, Providencia, and santa catalina—go 
about weaving, through their stories, a familiarity with all the populations of the 
caribbean studied here. Through recent and past trajectories, they go about con-
necting the territories that have a common history, common last names, and a 
history that connects the populace beyond the strong national spaces.

something similar occurs with the circuits of the f ishermen. in the described 
routes there are no explicit mentions of national restrictions; the caribbean also 
becomes a space of navigation and accommodation, as can be seen in the circuits 
toward what is known as the Western caribbean and jamaica. 

What all the above shows is that the dynamics of the population go beyond 
the determination of the national and that there is an almost instinctive form of 
appropriation in the caribbean, through the stories intertwined in the migrations, 
language, and customs described here, which have a correlation in the traits that 
these life trajectories exhibit.

CONCLUSIONS

at present, institutionalized border integration policies do not exist for the neigh-
boring populations of the countries studied in this article. This situation is ex-
plained in various ways: 1) the dif f iculty in implementing integration mechanisms 
in maritime contexts, where the border populations are isolated by the sea, 2) the 
peripheral condition of these border zones, which share the conditions of being 
neglected and marginalized by their central states, which, in turn, have given little 
importance to their maritime spaces, ignoring and invisibilizing the societal pro-
cesses and the conf iguration of a sociocultural unit that has historically transcend-
ed the limits of the nation-state, and 3) the predominance of a sovereign view and 
of a dispute over the border zones, more than cooperation and integration.

The search for mechanisms and institutionalized forms of border integration 
in the area studied is of particular importance, given that, as has been shown, a 
wide gamut exists of shared elemental and historical relations that originated in 
a sociocultural matrix of african and anglo-saxon heritage, consolidated by a 
common language (creole), an af f iliation to the Protestant form of christianity, 
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and countless customs of a musical, gastronomic, and cultural character that are 
practiced in a shared manner and that have survived over time until today.

it is worth mentioning that the studied populations are moving along the 
road—some more quickly than others—of autonomy and the recognition of their 
rights such that they strengthen their ethnic and social identities, which inevitably 
bring with them the search for further engagement with the populations' bor-
der and transnational communities. The inhabitants of the islands of san andrés, 
Providencia, and santa catalina, for example, continue to propose establishing 
a raizal law that would allow a true empowerment of the ethnic group in the 
legal and political order of the archipelago. in nicaragua, the afro-caribbean 
population has managed to consolidate a level of autonomy in which the at-
lantic autonomous regions have fought for the recognition of the diversity and 
autonomy in nicaraguan society, in keeping with the needs of the worldviews, 
realities, and goals of the populations living there, achieving important advances 
on issues such as the formulation of bills by the autonomous regional council 
and the Languages Law.

in costa rica, multiculturalism is recognized, although a specif ic ethnic rec-
ognition does not exist; now there is a homogenizing grouping between the in-
digenous peoples and africa descendants (Brenes, no year:8-9). However, the 
struggles of the afro-limón population for access to higher education, participa-
tion in national policy, and recognition of their identities (such as occurs in the 
Sawyers Languages Law, put forth by a female afro-limón legislator) show that 
the issue of recognition is gaining momentum in the country. F inally, in the Pan-
amanian case, the actions today in the country point toward the recognition of 
the afro-Panamanian, although as specif ic measures to combat racism and dis-
crimination (Brenes, no year:32) although without providing any type of special 
mention or autonomy to these populations, as does occur for the case of the in-
digenous populations.

The formation of a cross-Border integration region would be the ideal sce-
nario for common ef forts to be made for identity recognition and the autonomy 
of the populations that inhabit the caribbean border space studied for this work. 
This does not call for ignoring the state structures and systems each border popu-
lation belongs to, nor does it ignore that despite having a common past, border 
areas also can be immersed in conf  licts, be they over border lines or because of 
nation-state interests being projected into economic or political arenas. Thus, 
identifying similarities in their historic constitutions and in some of their cir-
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cumstances in their national spaces would allow the formation of a cross-Border 
integration region through a set of institutionalized policies, which must start, 
f irst and foremost, from the needs and visions of the inhabitants of the territory, 
of its particular relation with maritime space, and using a f  lexible model that fa-
cilitates human mobility and sociocultural rapprochement. This proposal must be 
incorporated employing government orders and local actors as protagonists in the 
process, but in a way that avoids to the greatest extent possible the bureaucratiza-
tion of the mechanisms of integration, and the inf iltration of national interests. 
This requires, among other things, knowing and harmonizing those mechanisms 
of the legal, political, and administrative orders of the territories—both national 
and border ones—that allow integration to advance. once more, this can only 
result in the recognition of its actors, institutions, and policy agendas, as well as 
the arenas of integration, which would be the central axes for integration in this 
caribbean sea border area.
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